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JOURNAL
GoGaS now a member of the German Datacenter Association (GDA)

Sustainability and energy efficiency - CO2 neutral and fossil-free
planning, construction and operation of data centers
GoGaS brings its expertise to the GDA and the Think Tank, Energy Efficient & Sustainability.
The manufacturer and supplier of technical building equipment (TGA) GoGaS, www.gogas.com,
becomes a member of the German Datacenter Association (GDA). GoGaS offers custom-fit,
modular TGA systems for the building climate, from sustainable planning and construction to the
CO2-neutral and fossil-free operation of data centers. If required, the company offers everything
from a single source, including calculations and designs, installation, maintenance, and support. To
this end, GoGaS works closely and directly with the respective planners, builders and operators of
data centers and integrates technology and installation partners with its international network.
Pooling resources and competences to create a competitive advantage for the customer, in short,
the best ROI.
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The German Datacenter Association
The GERMAN DATACENTER ASSOCIATION e.V., founded in 2018 and based in Frankfurt am Main, is
an association of operators and owners of data centers of all sizes. It is supported by leading research
institutes, municipalities, and a network of partners.
The association offers data center operators in Germany a platform to jointly strengthen the growth
of the industry and improve its perception in business, society, and politics. In addition, GDA e.V.
represents its members in relation to laws, regulations, standards, norms, and political issues in the
relevant bodies. The declared goal is to sustainably improve the framework conditions for operating
data centers in Germany and to increase the investment attractiveness of German locations.
GDA e.V.'s industry-specific events enable members and interested parties to engage in a qualified
exchange on technology and market trends and to expand their own network. Together with its
members and partners, the association develops standards and norms for the design of data centers.
GDA e.V. also initiates and implements research projects relating to data centers.
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This is GoGaS
Established in 1946, GoGaS has become a key innovation and technology partner to many customers
and Who is Who in their industries, providing sustainable, environment friendly and innovative turnkey
solutions for buildings, manufacturing process up to CO2 neutral and fossil free operation. The unique
portfolio includes a wide range of modular and multivalent systems and turnkey solutions such as IR
tube and processing heaters, UV, UV-C, Air-condition, Heating, Cooling, Ventilation, Solar Systems, and
others for stationary, mobile and portable in- and outdoor applications. The company is active in several
standardization committees, defining the next generation of technology standards such as TGA+.
GoGaS is a stakeholder in leading trade associations and initiatives, e.g. the German Engineering
Association e.V. (VDMA), figawa, Export Initiative Energy ELVHIS, as well as the German Data Center
Association (GDA) for the planning, construction and sustainable operation of Data Centers. As an
active partner of the Sustainability Initiative "Blue Competence", GoGaS is also driving the future of
environment friendly and energy efficient planning, building, and operating of B2B buildings, thus
optimizing its CO2 footprint, and maintaining the highest possible asset valuation, ROI and TCO for
investors, owners, operators and tenants at the same time. The company is also involved in key
research programs of the EU and industrial technology partners. GoGaS provides its customers with
turnkey solutions, reducing the number of interfaces, eliminating delays in the Supply Chain and project
execution and provides a lifetime warranty and support service.

Corporate Video
For more information about GoGaS, klick on the link below and watch our latest corporate Video.
https://www.gogas.com/en/company/corporate-video
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